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SPECIFICATIONS 

AUGER DIAMETER 15 cm, 20 cm, 30 cm, 40 cm, 50 cm  

HOLE DEPTH 85 cm 

PTO DRIVE LINE PROTECTED WITH OVERLOAD CLUTCH 

TRACTOR  3-POINT HITCH 
COMPATIBITY 

Category 1S  and/or Category 2 

We reserve the right  to change any information on this brochure  without prior notice. 

ANIZ Tarim Endustri Ic ve Dis Ticaret Ltd.  
Musallabaglari, Cakirli Caddesi 56  
42110 Selcuklu  
Konya, Turkey  

Phone|WhatsApp  +90 (332) 236 0578 
Fax  +90 (332) 236 7905 

http://www.aniztarim.com.tr 
info@aniztarim.com.tr 

 

Figure shown:  PDM3A3 
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MOUNTED POST HOLE DIGGER  PDM3A3 
TINES  

ANIZ is the manufacturer of post hole diggers in Turkey, offering a wide selection to 
meet most of needs in the market: 

Planting saplings, 

Building a new fence or replacing an existing one, 

Setting post for a structure, vineyards  or above ground crops, 

Landscaping  or locating windbreaks. 

Our user friendly post hole diggers and augers make digging smooth, deep holes 
fast and easy.  You'll get maximum results without a lot of work.  They are built 
tough  and built to last. 

The model PDM3A3 post hole digger is suitable for 30-60 HP compact tractors 
equipped  with a category-1S  or category-2   3-point hitch  and a 540 RPM PTO.   

It handles  15 cm, 20 cm, 30 cm, 40 cm  and 50 cm (6", 8", 12", 16”  and 20”) 
diameter  medium duty 85 cm (34") length augers.  

A support  is provided for the operator to adjust the auger starting angle.  

Spiral bevel gearboxes  are used on the equipment having  2.92:1 gear ratio  and is 
protected by shielded PTO driveline  with over load clutch.  

The gearbox features tapered roller bearings and spring loaded seals.   

Our post hole diggers  are built for years of trouble-free work  with a minimum 
amount of maintenance.  

If you interest please do not hesitate to contact to us:  info@aniztarim.com.tr 
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